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a gia, will oil, is 7 vagy conce?: If sonorous vibrations beinpressed upon it at 
Beit know in that i, CEIFC:{ESTER A. BELL or near the point where it, issues from the 

hington, in the District of Columbia, orifice, they will pass through the whole 
invented 2, levy and useful improvement length of the jet substantially without loss 55 

ii isfeihocis of and Apparat:3 for Transmit- of character, and can b2 during, any part of 
ting, Reproducing, and Recci'kiing Speech. and their course taken off or used to impress 
95ier Solids and Siglias, which it prove. theniseives upon a suitable vibratory medium, 
are it is fally set {}}ti in the following speci. w; high viii.223 as be thrown into sonorous vi 
fication. brations sustantially similar in form. The 6o 

to Riis inventicia is based to in the applica- is, thus serve: as a mediana or part of a chain 
tion or (iisco Vesy aid applicatio is gif certail for file transnaission or translation of sonorous 
properties of it ids (géSés or iii.;itis) issuing vibrations without destauction of quality. It 
Eoa coatracted orifices aider pressure--that, is found, loreover, that under suitable con 
is to sity, of itsii is in tie fict of jets. ditions the vibrations which are thus im- 65 

i5 it was known prior. to rily invention that parted to the jet near its origin, are at a point 
jets were capabie of prediting oises, and more distant iron the origin and near where 
also, ulties' ial ('Ulstilitpils, 94 respo disg the jet-wift break up into drops triore efficient 
to a ceri air inited, it be of sounds; but as a means for impressing sonorous vibrations 
3ae phenogeia, Yere of scientific interest oily. of the same character or other bodies or vibra- 7o 

20. The present invention 2013) prises in ethcds and tory, aedia than they are close to the point of 
appa F33, S. Yiereiy finese previously - known original disturbance. In such a jet there. 
properties cfjet 3, 27; d other's discovered first, for we have a means for actually almplifying 
as i.believe, by tryseif, ar3 or inay be applied the sonorous vibrations, and thus can use it, 
to useful purposes. It cular refer. not merely as a part of the chain through 75 

25 ence to the transinission f 2duction of the which stach vibrations can be transmitted, but 
undulatory inctio:35 5 as an efficient member for increasing their 
company airiigala: 5; is cf. course practical effect. make use of this property 
able to serve for 3 is or reprodiac. (which develop by suitable contrivances, 

i aay there- Some of wirich i will hereinafter describe) by 8o 
placing tie jet somewhere in the line of com 

S. 

i 

fore the tilized or otii x v w is 

tion of Shore siniple "Yiii: 

munication between the transmitting and the 
seceiving operator, and causing sororous vi 
bitations to pass through it. For the same 
purpose I place it at the transmitting-station, 85 
were it Wii gais.itute a portion of the trans 
sitting-ins&ainent. Its use is not linited, 

however, to any one particular position, and 
it hay therefore be placed for the same pur 

aea i3 the 
C 

se 

3. 5 

- 

suitable condi- page anywhere between the transmitting-op-go 
40 Si it; 12 row it, erato: &nd this receiving peratoreras, for ex 

in to : e visations. anpie, in 2g is nection with an instrument which 
it: is 3: oneé 3, receiver and ransmitter, and thus purpose. for; 3 2 sort of relay. 
... wii staie Sile gege":; ).3 till Eixe se The vibrations to be ta'elismitted can be im- 95 

5 syhici a.k.3 of tie jai, i? t desi'ibe psessed upon it in many ways. The orifice or 
gone (2 tiaa Exizitia as , : ; : 2y vesses containing the filid issuing in a jet be eing}oyed. Whena, jet. (figuitable 
under suitable pressureiss aesio is a progerly. 
construeged orifice, i. inay be allowed to pass voice acting upon it. ii, may be agitated by in too 

so through a certain distance efire its character eruittent, or undulatory currents of electric 
as a jet is destroyed by breaking up is to drops. ity. It Inay be agitated mechanically by a 

from it, or the jet itself, may be agitated by 
the sororotis wayes produced directly by the 
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photograph-record in motion. The sonorous 
"vibrations of the jet may be taken off and 
caused to impress tiemselves upon the next 
piece of mechanism or iiik in the chain of 

5 transilission, also in various other ways. If 
the jet or a suitable portion of it form part of 
an electrical circuit, variations in the jet will 
wary the resistance of that circuit, and thus 
produce electric undulations, which may be 

Io utilized on the spot or at a distance by means 
of well-known telephonic instruments. The 
jet may be allowed to fall upon a diaphragm, 
which it will throw into corresponding sono 
rous vibrations. It may be allowed to strike 
upon a suitably-arranged and inclosed mass 
of air or tube, which it will throw into sono 
rous vibrations. These sonorous vibrations, 
whether of diaphragm, tube, or air, may be 
employed to create the sensation of sound on 
the spot, or they may be made to impress 
themselves upon devices for the transmission 
and reproduction of the saine vibrations at a 
distance. 

It isnight be well to state that when I speak 
of “somorous vibrations of a jet,' I do not mean 
to be understood as Saying that the jet vi 
brates from side to side like a vibrating 
spring. I refer to any kind of sonorous vi 
brations or tremor which is propagated 
through the jet, so that being received at one 
end it nakes itself felt at the other. When a 
jet of circular cross-section strikes an object 
under the proper conditions, the fluid spreads 
out in a thin film or sheet, which is for a cer 
tain distance continuous like the jet itself. 
This film or sheet while it is continuous, has, 
I find, the property of responding to solorous 
vibrations, and of transmitting them without 
destruction of their form. The vibrations are 
transmitted to the sheet or film from the body 
of the jet, and they are magnified in the trans 
mission the same as when carried along the 
nearly-cylindrical portion of the jet. I wish 
it, therefore to be understood that the utili 
zation of such a sheet or film having the 
properties of a jet is within the invention. 
In some cases it is desirable to have the vi 
iratory medium affected by such a sheet or 
film-as, for example, where a current of elec 

so tricity is to be thrown into a state of vibra 
tion by the varying resistance of the jet; but 
if the jet is to operate mechanically it is de 
sirable tia:t the jet should play fuli against 
the vibratory body, so as to utilize the en 
ergy or vis 'ica of the moving fluid. 
connection I may observe that it is not in 
tended to include, but, on the contrary, to 
exclude, as being foreign to the invention, 
the use of a nanometric flatae, such as Koe 

6o nig's, for responding to the undulations of 
speech or other sounds. When such a flanne 
is tised as the transmitter of a photophone, 

25 

35 

45 

sounds would no doubt be transmitted to a dis. 
tance, and then be reproduced. The flane, 
however, operates by the variations in its ra 
kii; at energy of illuminating power due to the 
variable supply of illuminating-gas, and not 

65 

If this 

at all on the principle of my jets. I may also 
observe that it is not intended to include, but 
to exclude, the use of a collinn of heated air 
rising from an ordinary flame to act upon a 
thermal battery or generator of electricity. 
placed at one side of the same, and to produce 
electric undulations in a telephonic circuit 
connected with said battery when said column 7 
is undulated by talking into an open funnel or 
mouth-piece on the opposite side of the col 
umn of air. Such a column of air has not the 
properties of my jets. It acts, or would act, 
in a manner more analogous to the manomet 
ric flame, the approach and recession of the 
column of air taking the place of a variation 

5 

in the flame itself. 
Jets, like all bodies, have a certain funda 

mental tone, which is dependent, upon the size 85 
of the jet-orifice and the pressure upon the 
fluid behind it, being higher as the orifice is 
smaller and the pressure greater. For the 
transmission of articulate speech the jet should 
be pitched in the higher register which corre 
sponds to the overtones of the voice. Although 
the jet has a fundamental tone, it is capable of 
responding with nearly equal readiness, when 
the pressure is not too great, to all sounds of 
a certain range, which may be made to include 
those ased in speaking. Practically the ad 
justment can readily be obtained by control 
ling the flow through the supply-tube, so as to 
regulate the pressure of the jet-liquid, the nec. 
essary indications being furnished by listen 
ing to the effect produced. A circular jet 
orifice from one one-hundredth () to three 
one-hundredths (8) of an inch in diameter, 
or even a smaller or larger orifice, may be used. 
Dimensions and proportions found to be use 
ful will be set forth below. 

have described the sonorous vibrations as 
traveling lengthwise of the jet. While this 

9o 

95 

IOC 

propagation is very desirable in most cases, in 
order to increase the effect by reason of the 
increase in the vibrational movements which 
take place as the vibrations travel outward 
from the jet-orifice, yet I do not limit myself 
altogether to the propagation of sonorous vi. 
brations by this operation, since in some forms 
of jet. translating apparatus devised by me the 
operation is different. 
So far the description has related to the 

reproduction or transmission of articulate 
speech; but it is evident that the salue meth 
ods and apparatus are adapted to the repro 
duction of sounds generally. The same ca 
pacities of jets can also be used for the trans 
mission of vibrations which did not originally 
exist as sound. For example, the scratching 
of a suitable part of the jet apparatus would 
throw the jet into vibrations which would pro 
duce a sound; but the initial cause was the di. 
rect vibration of said part, and not the copy 
ing of sound-waves (atmospheric vibrations) 
as in the reproduction of Sound. 

Certain of my naethods of and apparatus for 

I. Io 

IIS 

25 

I 3G 

transmitting or translating vibrations by 
meaus of jets are believed to be new in the 
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55 sounding-board B, which carries 

Go inch thick with a surface of six i 
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broadest sense, and are therefere included in 
the invention, whether the jet, does or does 
not copy or preserve the form of the vibra 
tions transmitted. Thus it is evidesat that, the 
Snagnifying capacity of jet& Iay be usefully 
employed in a system of haraonic telegraphy 
as well as in an articulating-telephone. 

Certain other improveraents in the nature 
of combinations, in which cine or agre jets ea 
ter as elements, are also incried as weli when 
the said jets are adapted to transmit the form 
of sound-waves as when they transmit only the 
rapidity and extent thereof, or are used to pro 
duce effects having to direct relation to sound. 
In all these uses the jet plays or may play 
the part of a relay or microphone in magnify. 
ing the effect, so that a feetle cause may origi 
nate a considerable disturbance. This unag 
nifying action is increased rather than de 

o creased by causing the discetitiauous portions 
of the jet to act, and the action of these por. 
tions of the jets may be utilizadira in any cases 
where the foil of the viorations 33 not to be 
preserved, for when the jet breaks tap it loses 
its unduiatory ciharacter and bee)mes inter 
naittent in its action. 

It should be noted that the breaking-point 
of a jet is not fixed, b ui, waities as well with 
the nature of the sound as with its intensity. 

In the accompanying is a wings, which for ir 
a part of this specification, several forms of 
apparatus constructed in 20geria:3e with the 
invention are represented. 

5 

O 

Figure represents in sectional elevatios a 
telephone-station apparatilis sing a jet-trans 
mitter. Fig. 2 shows a staien apparatus for 
mechanical-telephone lines sing a jei-trans 
mitter; Figs. 3 and 3, two forms of station 
apparatus provided tyith a jet-receiver; Fig. 
3, another form of jet-trainstaiter; iig. 4, a 
station apparatus for transitission of Saessages 
by means of a liquid aid 3:2;ioying 2, jet-re 
ceiver; Figs. 5 and 6, station apparatus for 
electricai-telephone lines, a jet-transmitter be. 
ing shown in Fig. 5 and a jet-receiver in Fig. 
6. Figs. 7, 8, and 9 represeat other modes of 
imparting vibration to the jet. Fig. 30 repre 
&eitsa jet, photophone-fia, Sinaittes'; Fig. 11, 3, 
jet photophone-'egeise"; Fig. 12, a 24-trans 

king-Élites; 
Fig. 13, a jet-recording apparatas fi" photo 
graph, and Figs. 14 &nd if spaciisi for:13 of 
jet-translating appairails. 

Referring to Fig, is tie 

5 

Cs 

sy gatory giate air 
2 jet-tais 

E, is fastened by one edge to the i2ck board or 
support, A, near the botto it of said s' pert. 
The plate or board is or ney ha of food, 
Suitable dimensions are three - eights of an 

n-ches Sg: a re. 
As shown, the plate: or board is screwed to a 
block below, which in turn is $21'évyed to the 
back board. Other fastening 22a as cold of 
course he used. The jet-tube is preferally of 

Et, is stick into a hole in he vibratory 
late or sounding-board. Tile appes end is 

connected by a flexible pipe, or raibar tube, 

G, with the elevaÉed reservoir i. This reser. 
voir rests of a shelf, i, supported by brackets, 
2, which are lastened to the back board or sup 
port by bolts 3, passing through slots 4 (see 
Fig. 3) in the back board, so that by loosen 
ing the wing nuts 5 on the end of said bolts 
the bi'aakets, shelf, and resery pir can be set, 
at a greater of less elevation, to change the 
head or press re' of the jet-oriice is the lower 
end of jet-tube 23. 

is the pipe of the G is ille aock or valve 6, 
for cutting off the foy of the jet-liquid. It is 
controlled by a lever-arra, 7, of brass. The 
arin is provided at the otter end with a hook 
or fork to receive the ordinary hard-telephone, 
X. It is combined with a retractile spring, 9, 
a back contact, 10, and a front contact, 11. 
The lever-aria) is connected coastantly through 
the spring 9 with the line which extends to 
the dista at station, where there is or may be 
an apparats 3i:)ilar to that shown. The back 
contact, ió, is connected with a branch to 
ground, which it eides the receiving - tele. 
phone X, and aist Étie coils 12 of a magneto 
telephone, Wii: is acted a po by the jet and 
serves as a transliter. The front contact, ii, 
is connected with a branch to ground, which 
incities signaiing apparatus of any ordinary 
or suitable construction-as, for example, that 
in coratino tise on telephone-lines. When the 
telephone angs on the hook or fork, it holds 
do's a tie aim 7, as shown in iotted lines, so 
that it bears upon the contact 11, and thus puts 
the lia: o grott) d through the signaling 
branch. At this time the cock is closed. On 
removal of the telephone X the spring lifts 
the airin, opening the cock, and patting the line 
to ground through the transmitting and re 
ceiving telephones. 
The traasaitting-telephone is or lay be of 

arly ordinary ci' suitable construction. As 
show, the coils 2 aire Enonted on a perina 
nent bar-Yagne, 3, which is adjustably sup 
ported in the case 14. The case is fastened in 
a block in the face of the back board. At the 
top of gid case is tie ordinary telephone-dia. 
phraga, 38, of thi: sheet-iron. The jet plays 
tagon the centee of Eise diaphragm. The re 
airing ring 36, for hoiding the diaphrag.) in 
p3:... is it'gyi.ieci with one or more holes, 17, 
to 3i:ow the water to c. 14 off into the cup 18, 

: whence tha kube 49 carrieg it into the igwer 
Segervoir, i. 

Ci: 3peakiaag is the viciinity of the apparatus 
the is ord 3 will take tip the vibrations of the 
air and committi:ia them, through the tube 
E, to the jet. Thg siter, &witg to the vibra 

artijd to the jet, wii i fili with vary fior3 
ing ea 
to it, vibrations, which in ti in will indige in 
tire coil 12 electrical vibrations or undulations 
that pass on to the line. If the apparatus be 
properly constracted and adjusted, the original 
speech will be reproduced by the receiving 
telephone at the distant Staticia. 

'i'ia at variag3 ing the jet, instead of 
tai king directly Gita, R&Kaiting-telephons, 

gy 1 pois the diaphragin, and in part 

o 
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5 orifice to be in the end of a tube. 

little, open it wider. 

4. 

is that the jet apparatus is nuch more sensi. 
tive to sounds uttered at a distance from the 
instrument. . . . . 

In order to prevent the passage of air-bub. 
bles or particles of solid matter to the jet-tube 
E, a filter, I, is placed in the supply pipe or 
tube G. 
Water is preferred as the jet-liquid. With 

this liquid the pressure or head (neasured 
from the lower end of the jet-tube to the sur 
face of the liquid in the reservoir H) should, 
to get the best effect, be that of a column of 
about forty-nine (49) inches, the jet-orifice be 
ing about twenty-eight thousandths (3) of 
an inch in diameter. The smaller the orifice 
the less should be the pressure. It is preferred 
that the jet-orifice should be a circular open 
ing in a thin plate. - - 
The best mode I have devised of imaking 

the jet-tube practically is as follows: Take a 
fusible glass tube three-sixteenths () of an 
inch in internal diameter, with sides about 
one-thirty-second () of an inch thick and 
upwards of four (4) inches in length. Heat it 
at an intermediate point-say two (2) inches 
from the end; draw it out; cut it off at a point 
where the glass is thiu-say when the tube is 
one - sixteenth () of an inch in diameter; 
grind off the end square; heat, until the glass 
is softened and the sides collapse. Then with 
draw, and when cool the tube is ready for use. 
Glass is preferred for the jet-tube; but metal, 
hard rubber, amber, steatite, or other laterial 
may be used. It is not necessary for the jet. 

It may 
be in the bottom or side of any suitable vessel or receptacle. 
To adjust the instrument, see that the con 

tinuous portion of the jet strikes upon the dia 
phragm when a loud sound is produced in its 
neighborhood. Then place the telephone X to 
the ear, and raise or lower the reservoir H 
until a good articulation is secured. If the 
high tones are not brought out, raise the res. 
ervoir; if the low tones, lower it a little. The 
transmitting-telephone can be adjusted to in 
crease or diminish the loudness. If the artic 
ulation is not loud enough, lower the tele 
phone; if indistinct or rattling, raise it. The 
adjustment of the jet tube would answer the 
same purpose. The diaphragin of the trans 
mitting-telephone would ordinarily be from 
three to five inches below the jet-orifice, de 
pending on the size of the jet. , 
The effect of varying the height of the res 

ervoir, which is simply to vary the pressure 
on the liquid at the jet-orifice, can be obtained 
by throttling more or less the flow of the 
liquid. Thus in Figs. 2 and 3 a cock, K, is 
shown as provided for this purpose. If the 
pressure he too great, close it partially; if too 

Referring to Figs. 2 and 3, the vibratory 
plate or sounding-board is supported at its tap 
per and lower edges by ledges or projections 
C, so that it is separated by a slight distance 
from the back board. Preferably pieces D, of 

erably thin sheet rubber.) 
so adjusted that the jet from the former, E, plays 
upon the center of the diaphragin, and that the 
said diaphragan is in the continuous part of the 

336,203 

rubber, felt, or like material, are placed be 
tween the vibratory plate and the ledges or 
projections C, in order to prevent or lessen the 
transmission of vibrations to it from the back 
board. The plate on its face is grooved verti 
cally in the middle, and in the groove is placed 
the glass jet-tube E, which is somewhat longer . 
than the plate, so as to project beyond it at top 
and botton. The tube is held in the groove by 
buttons F, which are turned over the tube. 
These buttons allow the ready removal, re 
placement, and adjustment of the tube. 

In the supply-pipe G, leading from the ele 
vated reservoir H, in addition to the spring 

75 

cock or valve 6 and filter I, is a cock, K, for - 
controlling the flow. Directly under the jet 
orifice is placed a small retal tube, L, which 
fits in a groove in a block, C, (asphalt, brick, 
metallic lead, or iron, or other material which 
is a poor conductor of sound-vibrations,) and is 
held in place, so as to permit its adjustment, by 
a button, F. The upper end of the tube is cov 
ered with a diaphragm or membrane, M. (pref. 

The tubes E L are 

stream not far from the point where, if allowed. 
to fall freely, it would of itself be broken up in 
to drops under the influence of the greatest 
disturbance to which it is likely to be sub jected. 

In Fig.2 the tube L conveys the soundwaves 
produced in the confined air by the varying im 
pact of the jet upon the membrane Minto the 
space in front of the diaphragin Q. The 
stretched wire R is attached in any ordinary. 
or suitable way to the center of this diaphragm, 
opposite the month of tube L. S is a hearing-tube, for enabling the person 
asing the telephone to receive messages trans 
initted mechanically from the distant station . . 

IIo over the line-wire R. . - 
In Fig. 3 the line-wireRisconnected with the 

vibratory plate B, so that the vibrations of the 
wire are communicated to the jet and through 
it and the diaphragm Mare transmitted to the 
air in the tubeL. The fiexible tube N conveys 
the sounds to the ear of the listener. 
brations of the plate B, in parted so it by sounds 
in the neighborhood, or by other means, are 
transmitted along the wire to the distant sta 
tion. Thus this apparatus, like that of Fig. 2, 
is both transmitter and receiver; but, unlike 
that,it receives through the jet instead of trans 
mitting through it, and transmits instead of re 
ceives in the ordinary way. 
The apparatus at the distant station or sta 

tions may be duplicates of those shown in 

The vi 

85 

90 

95 
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'IIS 

20 

I 25, 

Figs, 2 and 3; but it is not essential that they 
should be such. 

If it be desired to equip a line with both 
jet-receivers and jet - transmitters, this can 
easily be done. The jet-receiver of Fig. 3 
may receive vibrations communicated through 
the stretehed wire from the jet-transmitter of 
Fig. . . 
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The hearing-tube S. Eig. 2, or 3 
Se 

spring 9, agdi close the cock 3, so as to shut 
of the low. When the Lake S is removed, 
the spring opens the cock and allows the jet 
to resume its aetion. 

It is evident that the sound-conveying tubes 
of Figs. 2 and 3 can be extended and form a 
speaking:tti be of any convenient length, the 
stretched wire or Estretched Yi'e and dia. 
phragm Q being omitted or not, as desired. 

in Fig. 2 there are really two iines--first, the 
sound - conveying tube il, 2nd, segoliad, the 
stretched wire R, which a 6ter is throw is into 
vibration indirectly by the soards conveyed 
through the former. The wire may, 
ba vibrated directly,3s shown in Fig. 3, where 

Fig. 3, is atition)&tic cock. 6 is utilized as 
supported on the end of 8:11 746 hot in opening any closing the cir 

The weight of this $25& S staffice3 is battery, sha i. 
the tensio of in addition its 

however, forghs of telephon 
that it could a in the jet plays directly upon the button in i:2 vil 

center of the diaphragm Q, with which the traitsforsaig a 

in Fig. 8 the jet-5iibe E is attached to the 
free end of 8 tigiit spring, Y, of the fiat kind. The spring is provided with an armature which 
bears very lightly upon the pole of periaanent 
-imagnes 2, provided with a bobbia on its pole 
piece. Electric tradiations or vibrations in 
the bobbin throw the jet into corresponding 
vitations, 332d these lay be received as sound 
through the tube N. . 

It is by?otis tie: ; the jet could be made to 
itaga its vibrašigins to the operative devices of 
other telephone - transalitiers, and could be 
throtti into viratio by any of the known 

eceiver; oi, more broadly, 
tie to yibrate or coli he 

Vibrated by any is now is or suitable means for 
(Sheric or gaechanicai into 

. . 

wire R is connected, in this figuite the ict- electical viiiragicias, or to transform the lat tube E is horizontal instead of vertity: and, ter into the É S. It is obvious, also, that as in Fig. i., it is perpendiesia? instead of the get acted pati by the receiver could op parallel to the plane of the vibratory plate 8 
P is a pipe for carrying off the water, The 

other parts are ag before describgd. 
The apparatas of Sig. 3" is the same as that 

of Fig. 3, except that the vibratory piate B is 
fastened at the typer-ead only to 3 block, C", 
instead of at both ends, and that the jet-the 
is secured thereto by Staples; also, that the tight 
L is fastened by straps instead of by buttons. 
line of previous figures is replaced by a body 
of liquid confined in a pipe, T, and conti, uni 
eating with the jet-liquid. The vibrations 
from the distant station impressed upon the 
liquid by the sot ad-waves striking against 
a diaphragm, 25, in the bell-in cash 26, are 
transmitted through the liquid in the pipe T, 
and throw the jet, at the receiving-station into 
vibrations. These are reidered a tadiile in 
the tube N. It is a vident, that the tube Ngaay 
also contain a liquid, and also that it may be 
extended to any suitable distance; also, that 
the arrangement show a youid gerate wit. 
gases (ar, for example) as well as with lig 
aids. (See Fig. 2.) 
In transmitting sounds through fluids, and 

specially through liquids, it is desirable to use 
pipes of metal or glass, or other harti elastic 
naaterialisiace soft material--such as Fabier 
very readily absorbs the vibraticia. 

In Fig. 5 the jet acts to vary the presstre of 
electrodes in constant contact; or, in ther 
words, the jet plays apoa the very light (pref. 
erably mica) diaphragm of a contact-telephone 
or battery-transmitter, W. The electrodes are 
shown included in a local circuit with the bat 
tery and primary of an induction-coil, while the secondary of the induction-goil and the 
telephone-receiver. X are included in the nain 
line. This is the lisual arrangenhei'; at 8ta 
tions of electric-telephone lines, 3 aii is tiere 
fore Siao Ya. Other kilows or suitable arrange 
ments could be adofited. In this figure the 

In Fig. 4 the stretched wire and telephone. 

3. tags gaitic: , and thus frna part of a eiephone-relay. 
The iii.33. Linents shown in Figs, 3, d, and 6 

the 20tsidered as 'elays, reproducing the 
as trailsitted through one life (the 

ig. 3, he iiquid of pipe T, Fig. 4, or 
, ; Circ: it in Fig. 6) into another, 
w veying tube N in said figures.) 

: big reproduced vibrations are 
hot, (iistance, (the eigti 
is obvious that they could of tube N;) bis 

be titatisaitted 
the length of said t? It is also obvious the 
vibrations of the body of confined air in tube 
N could be further tra as:iihed by aily instru 
ment so placed as to be acket also by visa 
tion-as, for axain pla, any telephone, nie. 
chanical or electric, having the diaphragm in 
the position of that marked Q, Eig. 2. Fur. 
ther, the jet (talkk operate directly tagg: the 
$28,3ritter-8s, for example, in Figs. , 3", 
& End. . . - 
it the inst; tinents hereinbefore describe?i 

the jet-state is carried by a vibratory support, 
B, through which the vibrations are communi 
cated to the jet-tube altijet; but this is notes 
sential, for th:2 vibratious day be communi 
cated dirè3tly to the jet-tube or to the jet, in a 
acciaisal telephore the stretched wire could 
be attached directly to he jet-tube E, as it 
practically is in Fig. 3". The vibrations could 
be cota fraulicated directly to the jet by sounds 
uttered or produced in the neighborhood here 
of, and these soads could be directed or con 
certated by a finel or bell-inouth, 30, Fig. 
8, as or shortly after it leaves fiata orifice in the 
jet-tube. A prefé Freii. 53rang faént is shown 
in Fig. 9, where the jet is inelosad in a glass 
tube, 33, at the beil-out 30 (oria municates 
with said tube. The speaker taiks into the 
beli-mouth. Th;3 jet could also be thrownin 
to vibrations by 3 diagliagm or plate or vi 

i biating body in contact with the liquid be 

a sy, it is figs' 
ci2 is of the local 

ring. 23, 20 being provided : 
these silov is in Fig, i. 
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hind the jet. This is shown in Fig. 7, where 
in the liquid on its way to the jet-tube Epasses 
through a chanaber, 35, of which the front 
wall is formed by a vibratory plate or dia. 
phragm, 36. It is also shown in Fig. 4; but in 
that case the diaphragm 25 was at some dis 
tance. 

Fig. 10 shows the jet applied to vibrate a 
mirror, 37, upon which a beam of light or 
other radiant bean is allowed to fall. The 
beam is thus thrown into corresponding vi 
brations, which may be rendered audible by 
any suitable photophonic receiver with or 
without the introduction of electricity. 

In Fig. 11 the radiant beam is concentrated 
by a reflector, 39, upon the jet-tube E, which 
is coated with lamp-black at 38, so as to ab 
sorb the radiant energy. This receiver may 
be used with the transmitter shown in Fig.10, 
or with other photophonic transmitter. It is 
preferred to use air or other gas with this in 
strument. The jet plays upon the end of a 
metal tibe, L, in which a small orifice is pro 
vided. '?he tube is adjusted so that the ori. 
fice is in the axis of the jet. The jet com. 
municafes its vibrations to the air confined in 
the tube I and the sound-conveying tube N, 
which communicates with the tube. L. To 
prevent the air blowing into the ear of the 
listener, the bell-mouth at the end of the tube 
N is provided with a diaphragm, 50. 
The air to be supplied to the jet tube may 

be compressed by any suitable means which 
yield a constant or approximately constant 
pressure, notwithstanding the constant escape. 
The means shown in Fig. 12, for example, 
may be used. The apparatus shown in this 
figure is, to be used at one end of a speaking 
tube, T, a similar apparatus being used at the 
opposite end. Compressed air or gas, under 
pressure, is supplied to the tube T from the 
collapsible bag (50 through the tube G. A 
weight, (it, on to of the bag, creates the press. 
lure. The bag is filled, when exhausted or 
whenever desired by means of the bellows 62, 
having its nozzle connected with a prolonga. 
tion of the tube G. The air escapes in a jet 
from the orifice in tube E, which communicates 
with the tube T. The jet plays upon the per 
forated end of the tube I'', and the sounds are 
conveyed to the ear of the listener through the 
tube, N. The tube T is provided at the end 
with a bell mouth, 26, closed by a diaphragm, 
25. On talking to the diaphragm 25 at either 
end of the tube T the latter impresses its vibra 
tious upon the confined air, which in turn 
throws the jets at both ends of the line into 
vibrations corresponding thereto. These vi 
brations are in turn communicated through 
the confined air of tibes LN to diaphragnis 
50 and the cars of the listeners. It is found 
that a pressure equal to three sixteenths () 
of an inch of water behind the jet orifice gives 
good results, the orifice being about four hun 
dred and twenty-three ten thousandths (33 
of an inch in diameter, alld the tube upon which 
the air jet plays having an orifice of, say, one 

twenty-fifth (s) of an inch in dialueter, als, 
being distant from the jet-orifice one inch or 
thereabout. Of course these figuires are varia 
ble. 

Instead of duplicating the apparatus at the 
distant station other suitable transnitting ant y 

receiving apparatus may be used thereat. 
In Fig. 13 the jet plays upon the diaphragm 

Mofan Edison phonograph.T he jet, as shown, 
is adapted to respond to vibrations passing 
along the stretched wire R; but it may evi. 
dently be vibrated in any suitable way. Speech 
or other sound may thus be recorded. 

It is evident that the jet may be used to re 
produce recorded speech; also, that it could 
be used in rendering sound vibrations visible 
by means of a suitable instrument, such as a phonautograph. 

In Fig. 13 the apparatus is designed for use 
with a liquid jet, but it may evidently be modi 
fied for use with a gas jet. 

in all the foregoing, except the apparatus 
shown in Figs. 11 and 12, wiherein it acts upon 
confined air, the jef, has been allowed to act 
upon a solid body, and the vibrations of said 
body have been conveyed through a body of 
confined air or other line, such as a stretched 
wire, electric current, radiant beam, and the 
like; but neither of these conditions is essen 
tial. The jet may act (pon fluids, and the vibra 
tions may be received through the atmosphere. 
Sounds (including articulate speech) may be 
so magnified as to be audible over a room in 
which the receiving-instrument is placed. 

Jn Figs. 14 and 15 an air jet from the tube 
E plays upon a gas-flame, 70. Preferably the 
burner 71 is of the pin-hole kind, and is ar 
anged with the axis of its flame perpendicu 
lar to the direction of the air jet. The jet be 
ing produced under the conditions stated with 
reference to Fig. 12, and the burner having a 
circular orifice about the size of the jet-orifice, 
the combustible gas (ordinarily illuminating 
gas) may issue therefrom under a pressure of 
one-eighth () of an inch of water, and the jet 
may bear upon the flame just below the apex 
of the flue or inner cone. 

In the case of gas (air) jets it is found desir 
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I5 
able to exclude the outer part of the jet and 
allow the center only to act upon the device 
to be acted upon. This is effected in the ap 
paratus shown in Fig. 12 by the shape and size 
of the end of the tube L. With the apparatus 
of Figs, 14 and 15the separation is of course 
not effected. In Fig. 14 the jet is vibrated by 
the varying attraction of an electro-magnet, 
Z, as in Fig. 6. In Fig. 15 the vibrations are 
communicated to the jet-fluid by means of a 
diaphragm, 25, as in Figs, 4 and 12. The jet 
might also be vibrated by impressing the vi 
brations upon the supporting plate B. The 
jets can be inclosed in a vacuum or partial 
vacuum. Thus in the apparatus shown in 
Fig. 3", where the jet is in an inclosed chamber, 
the air may be withdrawn therefroin through 
the pipe P', the pressure of the Water to sup: 
nly the jet being regulated to compensate for 
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the absence of back-piressur. When the jet 
is to vibrate a body, such as a diaghragm, it is 
desirable to prevent the accurulation of 
liqlid thereon, as this interferes niore or less 
With the transilission of the vibrations, and 

3. The raethod of impressing vibrations 
similar in fern to sound-waves upon a vibra. 
tory medium through a jet, by impressing the 
vibrations upon the jet-fluid near the jet-ori 
fice, and causing the continuous portion of the 

the appa'atus shown have therefore been so jet at its outer part to act upon said medium, 
constructed or arranged that the liquid will 
in mediately 'un off. 

it is not coasidered necessary to show jet 
translating apparatus waich respo ind only to 
tones, or which are capable of utilization only 

substantially as described. 

go 

9. The method of transferring the vibra- . 
tions of a jet to a vibratory medium, whereby 
the salase imay be made evident by receiving 
the impact of the continuous portion of the for special purposes, the articulatigg jet. jef upon a vibratory body constituting or 

translating apparatus,' as it may be called, 
A large number of fiaids may be use?t to 

make the jet; but water, free fron: particles in 
suspeasier, aiaong liquids, and air among 
gases, are suitable for general purposes, 
When a gas is used, it may be desirable, in or. 
der to secure adjustmeat, to render the jet 
visible, as by the introduction of smoke. 

{{aving now fully described any said inven 
tion and the manner &f carrying the same into 
effect, what claim is 

i. in the reproduction of Speech, the in 
provealent consisting in ranslating from oie 
vibratory pedium to another, through a jet, 
Son orous vibrations similar in for to the 
sound-waves of the spokei words, substantially 
as described. 

2. The inetics of translating from one medi. 
in to another wirations sinia in form to 

sound-waves, by impressing the vibrations of 
the fortner upon a jet, and causing the jet to ina 
press the Sanae without destruction of their 
form upon the second medium, suistantially 
as described. 

3. in the reproduction of speech and other 
Sounds, the improvement consisting it trans 
lating or transferring the sonorous yibrations 
of one taedium into another theigh a fittid 
't, substantially as described. 
4. The Lethod of transmitting speech and 

other sou}ds by throwing upon a fine sonorous 

5 5 

the Sonorous vibrations of one line to another 

vibratioi,s corresponding in form to the speech 
or other sound-waves, and causing the sono 
rous vibrations transnitted to impress thein 
selves through a jet upon a vibratory receiv. 
ing median, stabstantia iy as described 

5. The improveilent in transmitting speech 
and other sounds consisting in causing a 
sensitive jet to impress upon the medium coin 
stituting the line vibrations similar in for in to 
the sound-waves, substantially as described. 

6. The inprovelinent in transitting speech 
and other sands consisting in transferring 
through a vibratory jet, substantially as de 
scribed. 

'i. The method of reproducing speech anti 
other sounds by impressing corresponding yi 
brations spoil 2, jet, and causing the latter to 
in press upon the atolosphere vibrations sini 
iár in for a thereto, whereby his vibrations 
are rendeared audible, sui)startially as de 
scriye. - 

connected with said mediun, substantially 
as described. 

it). The aethod of throwing a jet into vibra 
tions corresponding to sound waves by in 
pressing similar vibrations upon the device 
or naterial it which the jet-orifice is formed, 
substantially as described. 

11. The improvement in transmitting in 
telligence consisting in in pressing upon a jet 
vibrations representing the message or signal 
to be transmitted, and causing the said jet to 
act upon a vibratory medium connected with 
or forning part of the lite, substantially as 
described. 

12. The improvement in transmitting in 
telligence consisting in throwing upon a line 
vibrations representing the message or signal 
to be transmitted, and causing the said vibra 
tions to impress themselves upon a jet, which 
acts upon the receiving medium, substantially 
as described. 

13. The improvement, in transmitting in 
telligence consisting in throwing upon a line 
vibrations representing the message or signal 
to be transmitted, causing the said vibrations 
to impress themselves upon a jet, and causing 
the said jet to act upon a vibratory media in 
conne, led with or forming part of a second 
line or constituting a continuation of the 
former. substantially as described. 

14. The improvement in transmitting in 
telligence consisting in acting over one line 
upon the fluid of a jet and causing the latter 
to act upon another line or continuation of the 
former line, substantially as described. 

13. The combination, with a line for the 
transmission of intelligence, of a jet-trans 
iaitag apparatus-that is to say, provided 
with a jet-orifice, and a passage or chambel 
for supplying fluid under pressure to said ori 
fice, and further provided with means for wa 
rying or responding to variations in said jet 
substantially as described. 

16. The combination, with a line for the 
rails in 
a jet-translating apparatus, comprising means 
for translating or transferring from one sub 
stance to another through the intermediary 
of a jet, vibrations similar in form to sougd 
wives, substantially as described. 

7. The combination, with the jet-produc 
ing means, of a device arranged in the path 
of Said jet and aeans of transferring to a 
Second tiewice or confined in edit in the nove 

e 

ission of speech and other sounds, of 
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ments of said former device under the vary. 
ing impact of the jet, substantially as de 
scribed, 

18. The combination, with jet-producing 
means, of a vibratory plate or sounding board 
adapted to copy the vibrations of sound. 
waves and forming a support to the device 
provided with the jet-orifice, substantially as 
described. 

49. The contination, witl jet-producing 
means and means for impressing: viprations 
similar in form to sound-waves on the jet, of 
Ileans for subjecting a receiving medium to 
the action of the continuous portion of the 
jet produced, substantially as described. 

ting speech and other sounds, a small stretched 
membrane of flexible elastic and extensible, 
naaterial-such as soft vulcanized thin sheet 
rubber-in coimbination with means for con 
centrating the impressing vibrations in the 
center of such membrane, substantially as de 
scribed. 

21. A jet - translating apparatus provided 
with a jet-orifice, a passage or chamber for 
Supplying fluid under pressure to said orifice, 
and means, for subjecting a vibratory mediu in 
to the action of the jet from said orifice, said 
apparatus having the parts arranged, as ex 
plained, so that the vibratory medium to be 
impressed will be atted upon by the contiuu 
ous portion of the jet, substantially as tie, 
scribed. 

22. The combination, with devices for pro: 
ducing a jet and in pressing vibrations there 
upon, of isolating means for excluding the in 
fluence of foreign vibrations on said jet, sub 
stantially as described. 

23. In a jet-translating apparatus, the jet. 
tube. in combination with a vibratory support 
by which the same is carried, substantially as 
described. 

24. The combination, with a vibratory plate 
or diaphragm, of a jet-tube carried thereby, 
substantially as described. 

25. The combination, with the means. for 
producing a jet and imparting vibrations 
thereto, of a sound - conveying tube and a 
men brane or diaphragm at one end of said 
tube in the path of the jet, substantially as 
described. - - 

26. The combination, with the means for 
producing a jet and in parting vibration there. 

to, of the sound-conveying tube and the mem 
brane or diaphragm at the end of the tube, 
said membrane or diaphragm being arranged, 
as explained, so as to be acted upon by the 
continuous portion of the jet, substantially as 
described. 

27, in a system or apparatus for producing, 
reproducing, transmitting, recording, or ren 
dering visible sonorous vibratious, the coin 
bination of a vibratory plate or diaphragm 
and the jet - tube carried thereby with the 
neans for receiving and conveying the vibra. 
tions of said jet, substantially as described. 

28. The combination, with the jet-tube and 
means for supplying fluid thereto, of an auto 

20. In an apparatus or system for transmit natic ceck in the supply-pipe provided with 
retracting means, such as a spring, for actuat 
ing the same when released, substantially as 
descriled. 

25. The combination of a vibratory plate, a 
jet-tube carried thereby, a sound-conveying 
tubc, and a membrane or diaphragm at the 
end of said tube in the path of the jet, sub 
stantially as described. 

30. The sound-conveying tubehaving a thin 
membrane of elastic material-such as a sheet 
of rubber-stretched over the end, in combi 
nation with means for causing a sensitive jet 
to play on said inembrane, substantially as 
described. 

31. A transmitter of sonorous vibrations 
containing a fluid jet for amplifying he sane 
without substantial loss of character, as set 
forth. 

32. In an apparatus for transmitting sono 
rous vibrations by means of a fluid jet, the 
combination, with the jet-tube of such appa 
ratus and the tube for supplying liquid to 
said jet-tube, of a filter for removing bubbles 
or solid particles from the jet-liquid, substan 
tially as described. m . 

33. The automatic cock and switch compris 
ing, in combination, a cock or valve, an op 
erating-arm provided with a hook or fork at 
the end, a retractile spring, and electrical con 
tacts, substantially as described, 

In testimony whereof I have signed this 
specification in the presence of two subscrib 
ing witnesses. 

CHICEESTER A. BELL. 
Witnesses: 

C. J. HEDRICK, 
PHILI: MAURO. 
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